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About This Game

Echoes in White - a Relaxation Music Experience

Escape the ”Mental Hamster Wheel” and leave behind everyday stress. Dive into the fantastic visual worlds of Space and the
Green Oasis combined with magic binaural music.

Enter the Spaceship menu. Choose your music style: from classic, ambient up to electronic mixes. Enjoy stunning Space
Worlds, a beautiful Green Oasis and a surreal White World. The “Chrystal Dancer” leads you back to Space. With your

Controller you can select the different audio mixes.

Inside the Spaceship you have more options: Relax inside the interactive Fantasy Shapes and Rays of Light. You can completely
let go mentally while you are creating stars, suns, bubbles or leaves combined with electronic and world ethno music. Watch the

bonus video, enjoy the binaural Audio Dome.
This experience is meant especially for relaxation - enjoy a peaceful world without the need of much interaction.

Echoes in White - wellness for your soul, designed by international artists!
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Title: Echoes in White
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Classic Arts GmbH
Publisher:
Magic Horizons GmbH
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 1060

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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echoes white veil. echoes in white vr. echoes in white

Great looking start and has great potential. As for now, I kept runing into a lot of "you can't do this or go there". So either I am
missing my path or i've run out of current content.. graphic set to simple,then turned "shadows" on, FPS<10

Do I need a better graphic card for play this game? Idon't think so.

AMD Radeon HD 7790. just like battlefild 2 except it sucks. For me, it seems like the best video games are those based on
activities I can\u2019t stand to do in real life. I learned that after my first time playing the Sims, when I realized I was sitting
there watching my sim do stuff like scrub toilets and go to house parties. So, going to the supermarket. Sounds like a good
game. It should have been so, so cool.

It was not.

I didn\u2019t get very far on this game, mostly because it is completely counterintuitive and difficult to understand, and
explanations of the buttons on the intro screen don\u2019t all actually match with what the buttons do. So there\u2019s a lot of
meandering around pressing buttons before you can actually pull off any shopping.

First of all, the cart doesn\u2019t turn with you when you go around a corner, so you have to keep re-orienting it manually
depending on where you want to go.

If you reach for an item on the shelf, you just kind of bat it around until it falls on the floor; unless I was just doing it wrong, the
way to grab things is with a remote grab procedure. You know, just like real life.

Basic navigation aside \u2014 and really, what else is there to this activity than steering the cart and picking up the items?
\u2014 keeping the items in your cart is also a challenge, because if you even happen to nudge anything there\u2019s a noise
and the stuff from your cart bursts out all over the place onto the floor.

And sometimes the cart looks like a cart, and other times it looks like a wireframe artist\u2019s conception of a cart. And the
names of the products are bizarre, so they\u2019re hard to find. And on the first full level, if you don\u2019t find all the
products within the time limit, this truly terrifying man\u2019s voice bellows, \u201cyou LOSE!!\u201d I\u2019m OK with
losing, but the voice was scary, even after I knew it was coming.

It\u2019s just a bad execution of a cool concept. A good idea, but not quite done yet...needs more work.. The game has an
install limit, and after a few installs it locks you out from ever launching the game again if you've installed it too many times. On
Steam. This is ridiculous jerkheadedness. Don't support ridiculous jerkheadedness. Don't buy this game.. Update - STIL NO
U.S. SERVERS, Unplayable, do not buy in North America.

I will change it back to positive once the advertised US servers are provided.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Yes the Chinese servers seem laggy to US players, but this game is really better with the learned skills, and even though there
are ranged weapons, you don't have to worry about being sniped from all the way across the map.

You can play in the Chinese servers but expect to lose to latency a lot. When US servers are live this should be really nice.
US servers are advertised....so probably just delay or not enough playerbase??? (that's me being hopeful, I would love to see this
game go live here in the US)

Currently going to tough it out on the Chinese servers to learn everything.

I would not reccommend it for people who want to get the most for their money, right now, wait for US servers to go live. But if
you understand EA and don't mind getting familiar with it now with lag. Get it.
Queue times are not as long as other reviews say, seems similar to PUBG on Chinese servers.
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Great quality but there's only one video to watch. The game currently offers only about an hour of gameplay and is missing
many of its stated features. It is either unfinished or bugged, despite the fact it is NOT an early access title..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. lost my sound needed to do a system restore.... I've never thought that
killing myself could be that cute and fun!
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